
Well it has been a very hot summer 
for us in the UK but we thought it was 
time to bring you up to date on some 
of the progress on the Genesis book.
As you know, this is primarily a book 
of images from the tour and we have 
been delving into obscure archives 
around the world to gather some 
great material, much of which has 
never been seen before.  We have 
also been loaned some interesting 
‘amateur’ material, shot by people 
from the audience area. As we write 
this, the scanner is slowly (it takes 
about 4 minutes to properly scan a 
single slide or negative using special 
software to filter out damage and 
dust) working its way through a batch 

of images shot from the balcony in Liverpool. This often throws up some 
great images and incidental details which all help add to the story, so if 
you have any photographs from the shows you attended drop us a line 
at the contact address below and we will get back to you.  We are able to 
scan old material here, but please do not send anything (or post it to our 
site) until we have been in contact. 
We are still interested in people’s recollections of the show and also of 
the album. Recently we have had some great reflections on the gig in 
the California area from guys who went to The Lamb show there, and it’s 
fascinating to see what drew people to go – some were already Genesis 
fans (and had seen the band earlier in the year on the previous tour), 
others had only just heard the Lamb album which got a lot of play on 
local FM and college radio.
And while the book majors on images, we are adding back-up articles 
and written material which helps to place the photographs and mem-
orabilia in context.  One example is an essay looking at the continued 
influence of the Lamb project on today’s generation of progressive rock 
groups. Jon has also have carried out extended interviews with Steve 
Hackett over the last few weeks during breaks in his touring schedule, 
covering the recording process and also the live tour. Steve as you know 
is himself showcasing material from The Lamb in live shows this year, 
and has been very supportive of this project. 
Away from the music, the look and design of the Lamb album was a 
huge part of the overall concept, and we have talked at length about 
the making of the album package with Aubrey Powell. Aubrey was an 
integral part of of the famous Hipgnosis design team responsible for the 
sleeve and associated publicity material, and in particular the photogra-
phy. Aubrey kindly took time off from directing the forthcoming film of 

the recent Monty Python reunion shows to talk to us!
More is to come on this front, and as you know we are working with a 
number of collectors to try to bring to the book the ultimate concert date 
list for the Lamb tour. In line with this we are still looking for a few gig 
tickets, and will compile a list before long in case someone out there has 
the missing pieces...
Although the band are keeping any audio and video material under 
wraps, we have noticed that there is an awful lot more out there in terms 
of recordings from the tour than we ever suspected and also an amazing 
DVD, lovingly put together by a fan from surviving audience shot 8mm 
film clips and stills, and married to a soundboard. Links to some of this is 
on our Facebook page.  Our designer Simon has had some of this playing 
while he’s been working on the artwork and was knocked out by listening 
to a show he’d last heard nearly forty years ago (and also by just how 
much of the material he remembered!)
One area we 
are also close to 
signing off is the 
discography. A 
lot of fans have 
helped us here and 
we have scanned 
just about all the 
interesting and 
rare picture sleeves 
(some of which 
are fetching a lot 
of money) for the 
book, but we are still short of two label scans in particular – the Austral-
ian version of Carpet Crawlers and the two colour Atco promo label (Atco 
issued a mono / stereo promo single of the title tracks.) We have two 
versions of this in the book, but still need the third label which is yellow 
and black on a white background. Again drop us a line if you can help.
We are planning to have some final pricings on the book before too long, 
once our negotiations with all the photographers are over. If you know 
someone who is not signed up then please advise them to do so because 
if they are not they may miss the opportunity to get the Limited Edition 
version of the book. Newsletter subscribers will also be the first to be 
offered the book on pre-order.
Next time we’ll have another wedge of page previews for you to look at. 
A few insiders have been allowed to see some of the layouts (we’re not 
being deliberately elitist here but cannot release previews until copyrights 
have been agreed) and professed themselves to be knocked out by the 
look of the book.  And at the end of the day, that’s what Stereo33Books 
aims to do, produce books we as fans and collectors would be proud to 
own.                  Jon Kirkman / Simon Robinson August 2014
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